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                                                      Open: Chris Kinross - Cattle Egret: 26      

 Nikon D750; 200-500mm lens at 500mm;1/2500sec at f5.6; ISO 1000 RAW image processed in Lightroom 
and Photoshop 
                                                                                                                                                        

                                         .         

                                                                               

                                                                            Creative: Michele Nel - Home Builder: 25 

Canon 1D Mark iv; 400mm 5.6 Lens, f8; 1/250 sec; ISO 400; EV +0.33. Hand held; Servo focus; partial metering, auto 
WB; continuous mode: back focus method. This cropped RAW image was processed in Adobe Camera RAW, mostly 
tweaking shadows and highlights. 
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The Creative Camera Club is a small interactive community of seriously enthusiastic,            
committed photographers meeting monthly to share their work and have it independently    
judged to raise their image making standards. They aim to develop their interests, visions, 
imaginations and camera skills to levels of creative excellence that make their 
photographs outstanding and memorable. 
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                                                                   Shoot: Jane Bursey - Mr Long Legs: 25 

Canon 60D, EF 70-300 USM L lens at 300 mm; f5.6; 1/5000 sec; Aperture priority. ISO 640. Taken at Strandfontein at the 
CCC April Shoot 

The reflections of the wading birds, mirrored in the water as they searched for food, caught my attention. I especially liked 
the long, pink legs of the black winged stilts against the blue water, so I thought I’d try to capture this. In order to be more 
on the same level as the birds, I lay down on the bank around the pond. Then I waited for a bird to reach a patch of water 
without too many ripples to disturb the reflection, and took a lot of pictures in continuous mode! 

RAW image processed in Photoshop Elements 15. 

 

• May Creative Topic: Emotions. Images due in 29 May 

 

• May Shoot: 21 May: Street Photography – see Notice Board on  
page 7 for details 

 

                                              

Elizabeth Cook, Janet de Kock and Gerrit Opperman taking bird pictures at the CCC 23 April Shoot  

at Strandfontein Sewage Works. Photo: Wendy Taylor 
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Our May 8th  CCC meeting was highlighted by an excellent, inspiring talk by our judge for the evening, 
Margherita Introna. She showed many images that concentrate on her self-portrait, surrealistic conceptualisations, 
strongly photoshopped to create highly unusual, very personal fine art images. She elaborates below: 
 

Self Portrait: Margherita Introna - Fine Art 
Photographer 

 

Emotion - Inspiration - Expression 
 
I am a fine art photographer and specialize in conceptual fine art portraiture with a surreal 
and whimsical twist. 
 
Most of my portfolio is self-portraiture, as in most instances my work is autobiographical. 
Much of my inspiration comes from my emotions and so self-portraiture is the way in 
which I honour those emotions. It has given me a way to heal heartbreak and a way to 
celebrate joy. 

By creating images in a world from a different and older time, one far more whimsical and fairytale than our own, the 
emotions conveyed are easier to bear - a dream world where those dreams become tangible. I create my images by 
taking several of my own photographs and blend them together using Photoshop. I then add texture and magic 
 

 
 

   Past vs Future        Gathering of the Army   Fynbos land 
 
You can find more of my work, as well as all my social media links and blog, on my website: www.margheritaintrona.com 
 

Margherita responds to her evening with us: 

 
Thank you to the Creative Camera Club for inviting me to share my work with you. I really enjoyed doing the presentation. 
Thank you for being such a welcoming and wonderful crowd! 
 
I had great fun judging the images and learnt much from the judging process myself. It is important to learn to 
constructively critique the work of others, so that one can also learn to constructively critique your own work. 
 
I would like to encourage members always to consider how you intend to post process an image when you capture it. I am 
not necessarily referring to massive amounts of post processing and manipulation, but to tiny tweaks that can take a good 
image and make it a great image. 

WELL ATTENDED 8 MAY MEETING INSPIRED BY TALK 

BY FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHER MARGHERITA INTRONA 

http://www.margheritaintrona.com/
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Members' Names Title Category Points Award 

Chris Kinross Western Cattle Egret Creative 26 Gold 

Jane Bursey Mr Long Legs shoot 25 Gold 

Michele Nel House Building Open 25 Gold 

Potgieter Theo Gotha Creative 25 Gold 

Paul Nuttall Dusky Maiden Open 24 Gold 

Anthony van Zyl Rings Open 24 Gold 

Irvine Eidelman Lions Drinking Houmoed Open 23 Gold 

Douglas Young Light Meal shoot 22 Silver 

Jane Bursey Light and Shadow Open 22 Gold 

Anthony van Zyl The Duck Pond shoot 21 Silver 

Michele Hendry Mother’s Support Open 21 Silver 

Claude Felbert Green Is Good Open 21 Silver 

Chris Kinross What’s That Open 21 Silver 

Jane Bursey Rhino and Friend Creative 21 Silver 

Elizabeth Cook Innocence Creative 21 Gold 

Claude Felbert Standout Girl Creative 21 Silver 

Anthony van Zyl Fly By Creative 21 Silver 

Jane Forsdyke Follow Your Star Open 20 Silver 

Paul Nuttall Cafe Chatting Creative 20 Bronze 

Michele Hendry Speckled Mouse Bird Creative 20 Silver 

Douglas Young Strong Wind Creative 20 Bronze 

Potgieter Theo Aaa, that’s the spot Open 19 Silver 

Douglas Young Gazania Open 19 Bronze 

Gerrit Opperman Tokai Forest Creative 19 Silver 

Shaun Fautley Rock Solid Confidence Open 18 Bronze 

Gerrit Opperman White Springbok Open 18 Bronze 

Lennon Fletcher Triangles Open 17 Bronze 

Gerrit Opperman Precision Flight shoot 16 Bronze 

Elizabeth Cook Reflection shoot 16 Bronze 

Elizabeth Cook Flower Burst Open 16 Bronze 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMPETITION SCORES: 8TH MAY 2017 MEETING 
JUDGE: MARGHERITA INTRONA 
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Member 
Star 

Rating 
Entry 
Count 

Total 
Score 

Average 
Score 

Total 
points 

Jane Bursey 2 Star 16 344 22 40 
Chris Kinross 2 Star 12 273 23 31 
Michele Hendry 2 Star 10 229 23 28 
Gerrit Opperman 2 Star 14 280 20 27 
Paul Nuttall 3 Star 12 264 22 27 
Douglas Young 3 Star 16 325 20 25 
Anthony van Zyl 3 Star 11 244 22 25 
Jenny Morkel 2 Star 8 176 22 19 
Michele Nel 2 Star 5 124 25 15 
Lesley Morse 2 Star 6 120 20 13 
Lennon Fletcher 2 Star 4 87 22 10 
Elaine Cleghorn 2 Star 4 84 21 9 
Irvine Eidelman 1 Star 2 50 25 8 
Crighton Klassen 2 Star 4 76 19 7 
Roger Trythall 2 Star 4 73 18 7 
Wendy Taylor 2 Star 3 64 21 7 
Carol van Blerck 2 Star 4 64 16 5 
Elizabeth Cook 1 Star 3 53 18 5 
Shirley van der 
Hoek 2 Star 2 44 22 5 
Potgieter Theo 1 Star 2 44 22 5 
Andrew Mcfarlane 1 Star 2 41 20 5 
Shaun Fautley 2 Star 2 42 21 4 
Claude Felbert 2 Star 2 42 21 4 
Marianna Meyer 2 Star 3 50 17 3 
Marian Boardman 2 Star 3 47 16 3 
Mujahid Ur 
Rehman 2 Star 1 23 23 3 
Jane Forsdyke 2 Star 1 20 20 2 

       

 

 

 

 MEMBERS' RATINGS AND POSITIONS:  
JANUARY -  MAY 2017    
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I first took an interest in photography in 2003. I usurped my husband’s Canon film camera and went off to De 
Hoop Nature Reserve on a Photographic course with Wicus Leeuwener and JJ van Heerden. Needless to say 
these two gentlemen were a great source of inspiration and in 2004 I bought my first digital camera -.a Canon 
300D. 
 

            
 
I enjoy all aspects of outdoor photography, landscapes, macro and wildlife. I particularly enjoy the challenge of 
capturing birds, especially birds in flight. 
 
I prefer the Art of Photography as opposed to the Art of Photoshop and I enjoy getting to grips with topics such 
as hyperfocal distance, infinity and Ansel Adam’s Zone System and would rather use filters in the field as 
opposed to using filters in Photoshop. Having said that, I have realised that I cannot avoid Photoshop. I shoot 
in RAW and process my images in Camera RAW. Basically I adjust the shadows and highlights, do some 
noise reduction and crop. When it comes to landscape photography, I think I am always going to be at the 
bottom of the ladder ….it seems like good landscape photos need a fair amount of PS…which I don't seem to 
enjoy doing 
 

                                                   
 
When it comes to technique I don't think I have any magical recipes. I am a fan of the back focus button 
though…my success rate rocketed when I switched to back focus.  I take my bird/animal/action shots in AV 
mode and for everything else I use manual mode. My advice to anybody starting off in photography is learn all 
about your camera. Learn the function of each and every button, so much so that you can change your settings 
without taking your camera away from your eye.  
 
I love where my camera has taken me and I have witnessed some incredible sightings. Brown hyenas 
brawling, cheetah kill, snakes with prey, canabalistic crocodile and mating bullfrogs to mention just a few. I 
never mind the glorious sunsets, seascapes and landscapes and I never tire at looking through my macro lens. 

There is just so much out there and I feel rather privileged at being able to capture it on camera. 

FOCUS ON MICHELE NEL 
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Dear Editor, 
 
Digital Images are instant and easy to share and therein lies their appeal. However you look at them, they can’t 
match a well prepared and printed quality image which captures the reality of the scene as it was. It is there for 
all to see and can be displayed anywhere.  Examine the majority of digital photos and you will find all sorts of 
problems with them – both minor and major. Your monitor might be properly calibrated but is the next person’s 
equally so? It is almost certain that the image will look different on all the various monitors it is viewed on.  
  
A digital image gets lost on a hard drive and has to be found and loaded before it can be viewed. 
The real benefit of prints is that their preparation teaches the photographer to be a better editor of images as 
well as how to bring out details that are lost in digital images. Prints teach one about the intracacies of colour, 
hue, saturation, brightness, luminosity and vibrance. Sharpening for printing is different from sharpening for 
digital display but one has to learn how correctly to handle this for different types of image. One needs to learn 
about colour spaces, depending on the type of printing you will be doing. Choice of paper type is also 
something that a photographer must learn about not to mention the different mattings that can be used to 
enhance display. 
 
Without the opportunity to learn about these things, a photographers can’t reach their full potential as printing 
teaches one to be  a better photographic artist. 
 
In my opinion, any club that does not offer the opportunity to practice preparing images for printing is not fully 
providing opportunities for its members to grow. It also puts that club at a disadvantage to other clubs who do 
offer the option when it comes to competition time. 
 
I appeal to the Creative Camera Club to at least have five times a year and also feature prints with the body of 
work display. That way everyone who wants to take part can have a print evaluated regularly.  
 
If the Judges are not doing justice to the print section then prints must be tackled differently, but that is a 
question. I will make suggestions about if we bring the print section back.  
 

Claude Felbert 
 
The editor replies, on behalf of the CCC Committee: 
It was decided at the last CCC Committee meeting to omit the print category from meetings mainly to 
free up our monthly meeting time to allow for 30 minute development sessions, by reducing time 
spent on the judges’ comments. Also, it was felt that often few members entered prints and when they 
did, judges tended, sometimes, to deal superficially with these. Rather, the Committee would 
regularly assist members to re-process their best digital images as prints for Inter-Club and the CCC 
Annual Body of Work Exhibition. 
 
Members are invited to respond to Claude’s plea above and let the committee know if we should 
restore the print category to meetings.          
     
 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

WHY PRINTS ARE IMPORTANT IN ANY 
PHOTOGRAPHER’S LEARNING JOURNEY 
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     CREATIVE TOPIC FOR MAY: EMOTIONS 
  IMAGES DUE IN 29 MAY 

                                        
 
 
                  

The PSSA announces the 2018 Cape Photographers’ 
Regional and PSSA National Audio Visual Congress 

 
At The Showroom, Prince Albert: 18-22 March 2018 
Enquiries: PAUL RIXOM at prixom@webmail.co.za 
Bookings are now open and limited to 120 people. 

                                                      

Notice Board 

mailto:prixom@webmail.co.za

